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Burning Slots 20™ 

Game description 

BF Games is serving nothing less than the juiciest and hottest titles and Burning Slots 20 

is no different! With a prestigious pot of gold on the line, unleash all your Irish luck on the 

reels and scavenge for a set of Lucky Horseshoe Scatters, Four-Leaf Clover Wilds and 

Gold Pot Bonuses. 
 

Marketing description 

Following the success of the fan-favourite Burning Slots™ game, the heat has only been 

getting hotter! The new Burning Slots 20 slot is keeping the flame alive with a 3-row and 

5-reel setup, with 20 scorching ways to keep the rewards flowing in — 4x more than its 

predecessor.  

Take it to the reels and spice up your gameplay with the help of ultra fiery features. Slice 

and dice your favourite fruity treats with the help of Lucky Horseshoe Scatters, that can 

appear on the first, third and fifth reels, forming a winning combination. You could also 

come across Four-Leaf Clover Wilds on the second, third and fourth reels that substitute 

for all other symbols except Scatter and Bonus symbols. Landing three or more Pot Of 

Gold Bonus Symbols, which can appear anywhere throughout your fortune-filled journey, 

will trigger a flavoursome surprise! 

Offering an exciting hybrid between modern and traditional video slots alongside a 

refreshing illustration of all-time classic fruit symbols with an Irish twist, Burning Slots 20 

is the perfect game for any type of player to take a bite into! 
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Game phrases 

• Get Juicing with the new Burning Slots 20! 

• Set the Burning Slots 20 reels alight 

• Slice and dice fruit with the new Burning Slots 20 

• The new and improved Burning Slots 20 has arrived 

• New and improved with 4x the paylines - that’s right, it’s the new Burning Slots 

20! 

• Turn up the heat and get slicing on the reels of the new Burning Slots 20! 

• You wanted it, you got it! Enjoy the new Burning Slots 20, which comes equipped 

with 4x the paylines! 

• Incredible features and more paylines - We’ve got it ready for you on the reels of 

the new Burning Slots 20! 

 


